Copenhagen Architecture Festival - call for film submissions

Call for moving image works for the Copenhagen Architecture Festival 2018. Film submissions are invited for the international festival taking place in May 2018.

Regarding film submissions: If you would like to submit a film, we kindly ask you to provide us with a screening link as well as a synopsis.

Deadline for submissions: 21 January 2018

Copenhagen Architecture Festival explores how architecture characterizes our lives and our world - and how our lives affect the architecture.

Architecture is not just brick, space and environment. It is sensual, physical and social. It is political, historical and psychological. The architecture is human, and it affects all aspects of life.

Through lectures, exhibitions, field trips and an extensive film program puts every year we focus on the places where architectural transformations crossed with human life. The festival portrays visions, conflicts and historical changes in the built environment, and exploring the boundaries between aesthetics, function and identity.
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